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Editing Your
Creation

Developmental – Line - Copy

Remember that you can be blind to your own mistakes.

Spell check and grammar check are not always right but they are a 
good place to start.

Have a clear picture of your setting so the sun always sets in the 
west.

Read it out loud!

Professional editors are available at a price



Alpha Readers are the 1st to read your book 
besides yourself. They are there to point out 
the plot holes.

Beta Readers are given what you hope will 
be the final copy. They will find the small 
things that the Alpha Readers missed.

Your friends and family are not always the 
best Alpha and Beta Readers. You need 
someone who has no problem telling you 
what is wrong with your book.

If you have to explain something to them it 
needs to be changed so the reader will 
understand because you won’t be there to 
explain it.

Readers that are willing to point 
out problems with your work are 
your best asset – NEVER attack 
them.



Are the names all spelled right?

Have you resolved all issues 
the Alpha and Beta Readers 
pointed out?

Read it out loud one last time!

Does the word count fit the 
genre?

Trim the excess!



1. Adult fiction
• Ages 21 & Up

• Anything above 70k but less than 115 k – SciFi and Fantasy 100k to 115k

• 90k ideal

2. New Adult
• Ages 16 to 24

• Word count same as for Adult Fiction 

3. Young Adult
• Ages 12 to 18

• Anything between 55k to 90k but flexible

4. Middle Grade
• Ages 8 to 14

• 30k to 40k – Upper Middle Grade can go up to 50k

5. Picture Books
• Generally less than 1,000 words. About 500 to 700 words is perfect



Vanity Press
Provide packages that the author pays premium prices for.
Books may not be carried in book stores.
Author is still responsible for all artwork and marketing.

Self Publish
Author is responsible for all editing, formatting, 
artwork, printing, marketing and distribution.
Author pays for everything as each expense 
occurs.

Small and Medium Publishers
Requires submitting your work for 
acceptance.
Author is responsible for local 
marketing.

Traditional Publishers

Large Publisher
Requires an agent for submissions
Advances are paid on estimated 1st

year’s royalties.
Author participates in all marketing.

Need a lawyer to review any contract before you sign it



Digital

Free to upload

Flexible and revised 
editions can be uploaded at 
any time

Read agreements carefully 
because some are exclusive

Still need to do your own 
marketing

Royalties paid 3 months 
after they are earned

Many sites and formats

Print

Start with small runs of 25 
to 50 because printing can 
be expensive.

‘On Demand’ printing is a 
good way to start out

Look for a local printer to 
save on shipping costs

Find a distributor to help 
get your books into 
bookstores

Print and eBooks have 
different formatting 
requirements

You should do 
both but start with 

digital if self 
publishing



Being a published author is 
more like running a 
marathon than a sprint.

Writing your book is the easy part of 
the process

The book you submit should be 
edited and shelf-ready when 
submitting to a publisher, agent or 
printer

Most authors start seeing enough 
sales to make good money after the 
5th published book – so keep writing!

Do your research.

Money should flow TO the author, 
not FROM.





Quality artwork is 
important

Know your audience

Look at the covers  on 
best sellers in the same 
genre

Ask your beta readers 
what they imagine the 
cover looks like.

Choose something that 
best represents your book

Although we are told to not judge a book by the cover it is 
your first chance to get a reader’s attention.



Book spine should include 
the book name in a legible 
font.

The front cover should 
include the title in large 
lettering and keep the author 
name smaller.

On the back you need a brief 
synopsis or teaser that will 
get the reader to want to 
open the cover.



An author needs more than 1 
synopsis:

• Detailed chapter by 
chapter
• 3 Pages
• 1 Page
•3 Paragraphs
•1 Paragraph
•3 Sentences
•1 Sentence



Even large publishing houses expect their authors to 
make an effort to market their books.

Well known authors know the importance of self-
marketing – That’s how they became best sellers!

You don’t need a Bachelor’s in Marketing, but taking 
some basic Marketing classes can put you ahead of 
everyone else.



What is a brand?
•For a beginning author your 
name is not your brand.

What makes you 
marketable? 
•Figure out what sets you apart 
from the crowd.
•What about your books or 
writing style is different than 
the next author.
•Are you an expert in your 
field?



Start building a following NOW

Social media marketing isn’t 
spamming the network with ‘Buy my 
book!’

Create an author page or account.

Start out small with 1 or 2 sites.

Don’t pay someone to do something 
you can do yourself.

Find a web host that will let you build 
a free website.  Know what their paid 
sites cost.



Use your shortest synopsis as your 
starting point.

You want to get the reader’s 
attention without revealing too 
much.

Have a 30 second pitch and a 1 
minute  pitch.

Memorize the pitch by saying it out 
loud.

Practice, practice, practice!
The pitch will evolve until it is 
smooth and automatic.

Not everyone will be interested in your book – don’t let that discourage you.



Graphic Art
Learn the basics and the terminology.

Marketing
Understand marketing strategies

Public Speaking
Learn to speak without freezing up

Why take courses not related to language and writing?

Questions?



Stephen Miller

V.J.O. Gardner


